
Plesk
Plesk Power Toys 3.4

Power Toys: [url]http://forum.plesk.com/showthread.php?s=&threadid=20134[/url]  

1. Password revealer seems to work very good. I sent myself an email and it arrived,
containing all the correct info. I did not try the Template changer, but it loaded
without an error.  

2. Email Subject Changer loaded. I did not use it beyond this point.  

3. Custom DNS loaded and was able to retrieve the current settings for a domain. I
did not use it beyond this point.  

4. Check Domains seems broken. When you load it, it only provides 1 entry:  

5. MySQL Remote Admin User Manager loaded. I did not use it beyond this point.  

6. Whois loaded. I was able to do a WHOIS lookup on domains that support the
WHOIS service.  

7. Newsletter: This is a new features, will let PLESK Admin to send mails to all or
selected clients (resellers) or to all domain owners, based on clients filter. This is
very helpfull to comunicate with your clients or domain owners, for example if you
have an upgrade or downtime etc. Any comments here are welcome.  

8. Domain status tool  

This tool checks the status of each of the domains on your server.
Status: A green dot indicates the domain is online, a red dot means port 80 does
not respond.
IP Match: OK means the domain resolves to the IP you have it assigned to. Any
other response indicates the domain is hosted elsewhere or offline.
Domain
Status
IP match
{DOMAIN}
{STATUS}  

9. VHOST Writer, 100% editable with predefined things like open_basedir and
php_flag log_errors (we will extend if anyone have other ideeas.  

10. Alias/Unalias a domain (not available in this beta, mnday or thuesday will be  

Even if is seems that is a small adition to a new version, belive us is not. Those two
is major ones :-))
 
Download: [code]http://www.grafxsoftware.com/util/installer.sh[/code]
Update: [code]http://www.grafxsoftware.com/util/upgrade.sh[/code]  
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